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Analyze a Primary Source


A photograph of African American and white gold prospectors working 
together at Spanish Flat, California, 1852, by photographer Joseph Blaney 
Starkweather.

Using DPLA Primary Source Sets
What is DPLA?
The Digital Public Library of America is a free, national 
digital library that provides access to millions of materials 
from libraries, archives, and museums across the country.
Currently: 21 million items from 3,000 institutions.
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DPLA Primary Source Sets
https://dp.la > Primary Source Sets
Or
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets
DPLA Primary Source Sets
What are the DPLA Primary Source Sets?
● 140 topic-based “highlight reels” 
Adaptable collections of primary source images, documents, 
audio/video clips, and more
What are the DPLA Primary Source Sets?
● For secondary and higher education
Designed to be used in classrooms from high school to college
What are the DPLA Primary Source Sets?
● By Instructors, For Instructors & Students
Created by secondary and collegiate instructors on DPLA’s 
Education Advisory Committee
What are the DPLA Primary Source Sets?
● Interdisciplinary topics 
Topics align with US History, American Literature, World 
History, History of Science & Technology, and Art History
Finding the right DPLA Primary Source Set
Quick Task:
Find the Primary Source Sets about US History 
topics from the 1950s and 1960s, with the 
oldest topic listed first.
What is the first topic on the page? 
Main page of a Primary Source Set
Source page within a set
Primary Source Set Teaching Guide
Implementation Ideas
Sample Set: Cuban Immigration After the Revolution
Find this set at: 
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/cuban-immig
ration-after-the-revolution-1959-1973 
Or use filters to locate it!




Sample Questions

Some implementation ideas from feedback...
Traditional 
Adapted 
Remixed
Questions/Gaps
Additions
As models
Your Turn! (10 mins)
Select a set that is of interest to you personally or for your 
teaching. Examine the overview, sources, and teaching 
guide.
Share your set with a partner. Discuss a specific idea, 
source, question, or activity that caught your eye from the 
set. How would you use it with students? In which 
course(s)?
Remember your ideas for when we share as a group. 
Finding More Sources in DPLA
https://dp.la






Search Tips (also on website)
Exact phrases: enclose with quotation marks
Boolean operators: Combine multiple search terms using 
OR or NOT. (Default behavior is AND.)
Wildcards: Use an asterisk (*) as a substitute for any 
collection of characters within a word.
Remember that no search engine is Google (except 
Google).
Sample Searches
Woman and women in keywords will get different results. 
Wom*n can solve this!
Ellis Island vs. “Ellis Island” - what do you see?
Consider all the different ways you might search for World 
War II using keywords. (World War 2 vs. World War II vs. 
ww2….etc.)
Quick Search Activity
Using DPLA search effectively is all about the keywords.
For example, how might you approach the task of 
searching DPLA for items related to the artist (formerly) 
known as Prince?
Wrap-Up
What’s a thing of value that you learned today?
Contact Us!
education@dp.la
@dpla
